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The main object of this invention is to pro- - 
vide a key case suitable for the storing of 
keys, having for one of its main objects to 
provide a simple. and inexpensive’ article 
provided with key suspension means pivoted 

' in a support in such a manner that the keys 
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' _of support elements from which the key re; 

will lie ?at, upon the body of the key case to 
reduce the bulk of the same that it‘ may be 
conveniently carried in- the pocket; 
Another object is to provide a key case" 

having a 'suspenslon ‘hook or ring so con-I 
structed-as' to prevent thekey from becom 
ing inadvertently disengaged from‘the ring. 
Still another object is to provide a key 

case' constructed in such manner» that the 
same is entirely ?exible thruout its width, 
so that it may-readily bend to ‘conform to 
its comfortable storage in the pocket. 
The above and other objects will become 

apparent in the description below, in. which 
characters of reference refer tolike-named 

' ' - wardly and at the lower end of the'stem, a parts in the vdrawing. " -- . . _ 

Referring brie?y to the drawing. Figure 
1 is a perspective view of the key case in 
partly opened position. _ - I " 

Figure 2 is a artly sectioned front eleva¢ 
tional view of t e preferred type of key re-v 
tainer unit. ' _ _ U 

- Figure 3 is a side elevational- view of Fig 
ure 2- . . . i . . , . . . ' 1. _ 

'Figure lit-is a sectional elevational view 
thrufa portion of the‘ key ‘case, showing the I 
means of attaching the key retainer units 
?exibly to the body of'the key case. 
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate modi?ed forms 

of-key suspension rings. ' ‘_ 
‘ Referring‘ in detail to‘ the drawing,’ the 
numeral 10‘ indicates'the back of the key 
case on which the key retainer units are 
mounted.- The back of the key ‘case has a_ 
pair of, side ?aps 11 and 12 extending from 
opposing sides of the back. The back and 
the side ?aps are 
of ?exible material having semi-rigid char 
acteristics, such. as leather, or the like. " At 
the upper end of the back 10, a plate 13’ of 
some semi-rigid composition, such as leath 
er,'i's mounted bybeing stitched thereto, as p 
illustrated n14. Slits‘ 15. areprovided in 
the; strip of leather. 14 and these slits are 

‘ spaced-apart vand extend a‘distance of ap-' 
roximately half the width of the strip. 
he material- between these slits '15 is 

formed into outwardly projecting loops 16, 
the ‘loops being adapted 13016081176 eyeletsl’? 

formed of an integral piece’ 

tainer rings are suspended. The rings 17 
are ?rst slipped over the loops 16 and then 
the bottom edge of the strip‘. 14 is secured to 
the back 10. After these loops 16 are formed, 
the bottom edge of the strip 14 is secured to 
the body 10 of the key'case by a row of 
stitching 18“. The eyelets 17 of the key sup 
port elements each'consists of a pair of rings 
18 and 19 which are secured integrally to 
gether face to face. Each of these rings has 
an ear 20 extending'from one position. a The 
ears are bent at right angles in opposite di 
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rections to one another, as illustrated in Fig- ' 
ure 3, and have a hemi-spherical housing 21 
attachedthereto in‘ which the heads 22 of the 
key suspension rings are rotatably ?xed. 
These keyisuspension rings are formed es 
sentially of a unitary piece of wire circular 
in cross section, and'have an annular head, 
such as 22, formed atone end.‘ From the‘ 
head, the main stem 23 is‘suspended- down 

semi-cir'cular curve or- bend 24: is formed. 
This bend 21 forms the lower-portion of an 
elliptical loop 25 which is smaller; at the top 
than at the bottom and the ‘end '26 oppo 
site to the head 22 is curled helically to lie 
adjacent the stem 23 and in contact there 
with. Y The end 26 courses. downwardly and 
immediately below it, a ridge 27 is formed‘ 
by bending the stem‘ 23 below the end ‘26 into ' 
the loop 25, ‘providing a hump so that a key 
such as 28, when in the loop 25, will bede 
?ected away from the end 26 in order to 
prevent the‘ key from becoming disengaged 
or removed inadvertently out of the loop. 
In Figures 5 and 6, modi?ed type of suspen- ‘ 
sion rings are shown. Figure 5 illustrates 
a suspension ring having a head 28 formed 
similar’to the head 22 of the preferred form 
of suspension ring. ‘A stem 29 extends 
downwardly from the head 28, and at a? posi-.. 
tion intermediate its length,»is formed into 
a partial curve, providingan off-set exten 
sion 30, having a return bend 31 at its lower 
end, and then extending upwardly as an ‘ad 
ditional extensionv 32, which. latter extends 
,arallel to member 30'and has a semi-circular 
or half bend'at its: upper end so that the ex 
treme end 33 i of the extension 32 courses 
downwardly to form‘ a loop 34:.v The suspen 
sion ring, illustrated in Figure 6, also has a 
head 35 and‘ a straight stem36 with a loop 
37 formed by providing a large return bend 
38 at its lower = end and j a; smaller return 
bend 39 at its upper end, which smaller bend 
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is formed at the extreme end of an extension 
4-’), thus providing an elliptical loop similar 
in all respects to the suspension ring illus 
trated in Figure 2 with the exception of the 
ridge 2?. 
The key case illustrated herein has vari 

ous advantages over some of the types now 
existing. In the majority of key cases, a 
rigid plate is used from which the key re 
tainer support units, are suspended. Owing 
to. the construction of the key retainer sup 
port units, a rigid plate has been necessary 
‘to further the purposes of these inventions. 
I propose to provide a strip of yieldable 
material which ordinarily lies ?at and may 
be bent to conform tov the shape of the 
pocket or the body when the key case is 
inserted in the. pocket. This is taken care 
of by providing the ?exible strip 14. Each 
of the units from which individual keys are 
suspended is separate and distinct from one 
another. Such separation is’ made possible 
‘by providing the strip '14 with loops 16 in 
which the eyelet 17, forming the anchoring 
means for the support elements of the keys, 
is movably secured. The hemispherical 
‘housings 21 forming part of the eyelets 17 
are slitted at some position and spread apart 
to permit the stems 23 of the key suspen~ 
sion rings to be inserted. After the heads 
22, 28, or 35, according to the type of sus 
pension ring being used, is inserted into the 

' housing 21, the latter is bent to close the 
slitted portion in order to retain the head 
of the suspension ring permanently in place 
in the housing. The eyelet 17, housing 21, 
and a suspension ring of any of the types 
desired, form a complete unit upon which a 
key maybe suspended and are individually 
manipulated so that neither of the other 
units in the key case is disturbed. These 
units may be individually swung a distance 
of 180 degrees from the suspended position 
shown in Figure 1, to an upright position 
180 degrees above the suspended position. 
The suspension rings are‘ long enough to 
permit one of the units when swung to the 
vertical position 180 degrees from the sus 
pended position, to project out of the end 
edge of the key case so- that the key at 
tached to this particular ring may be used 
toiadvantage while the other keys are se 
curely housed between the back 10 and 
closed ?aps 11 and 12 of the key case. 

' Keys are inserted into the loops 25,34, or 
37, of the suspension rings by slipping the 

I opening at the head of a key over the ends 
26 by‘ spreading these ends away from and 
out of-contact with the stem 23 to which the 
ends lie adjacent. The keys are readily at 
tached to the suspension vrings in this man-v 
ner, but sometimes the keys are inadvertent 
ly detached from the rings, which is caused 
by the key‘ case lying in a peculiar posi 
tion in the pocket so that .in some unfor 
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seen manner, the edge of the key head 
spreads the end 26 of the loop apart from 
the stem 23 to cause disengagement. To 
eliminate this detaching, the. stem 23 of the 
preferred type of suspension ring is formed 
into a ridge 27, which extends inwardly into 
the loop 25 directly beneath the extreme end 
26 of the ring. If a key were to be moved 
upwardly in the loop 25 alongside the stem 
23, said key would ride upon the "ridge or " 
hump 27 and would be de?ected away from 
the end 26, thus preventing the key at any 
time from coming into engagement with the 
end 26 of the loop 25. 

I claim :— 
1. A key case comprising a ?exible back 

having ?exible side‘ ?aps integral therewith, 
a ?exible strip extendinv widthwise near 
one end of the back an, stitched to and 
rigid. with said back, said strip being slitted 
half way across its width, loops formed be 
tween said slitted" portions, eyelets secured. 
in said loops, a hemi-spherical housing se 
cured to said eyelets, and elliptical ring-S sus 
pended from said housing. ' . 

2. A key case comprising a ?exible back 
having ?exible side ?aps integral therewith, 
a ?exible strip extending widthwise near 
one end of the back, said strip‘ being slitted 
half way across its width, loops formed be 
tween said slitted portions, key retainer 
units comprising a pair of rings secured face 
to face, ears extending oppositely fromsaid 
rings, housings secured to said ears,’ and 
longitudinal elliptical looped ‘ additional 
rings rotatably suspended from said hous 
mgs. ' , 

3. A key case comprising'a ?exible back 
having ?exible side ?aps integral therewith, 
a ?exible strip extending widthwise near 
one end of the back, said strip being slitted 
half way across its width, loops formed be 
tween said slitted portions, key retainer 
units comprising a pair of rings secured face I 
to face, ears extendlng oppositely from said’ 
rings, housings secured to said ears, addi 
tional rings suspended from said housings 
comprising a stem, a head on said stem, said 
head being rotatably mounted within the‘ 
housing and an elliptical loop formed at the 
lower end of said stem, the end of said loop 
being coiled helically to lie in contact with 
the stem adjacentthereto, and means for 
guiding a key away from the end of the 
loop. ' 

4- A key case comprising a ?exible back 
having ?exible side ?aps integraltherewith, 
a ?exible strip‘ extending widthwise near" 
one end of the back, said strip being slitted 
half way across its width, loops'formed be 
tween said slitted portions, key retainer units 
comprising a pair‘ of rings secured face to 
face, ears extending oppositely from said’ 
rings, housings secured to said ears, .addi? 
tional rings suspended from said‘housings 
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Comprising a stem, a head on said stem, said 
head being rotatably mounted within the 
housing and an elliptical loop formed at the 
lower end of said stem, the end of said 
loop being coiled helically to lie in contact 
with the stem adjacent thereto, means for 
guiding a key away from the end of the 
loop comprising a ridge formed by bending 

8 

the stem beneath the end of the loop, said 
ridge providing a hump extending into the 
loop, and the hump being adapted to de?ect 
the course of a key in being moved up 
wardly away from the end of the loop. 
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signa 

ture. . 

CHARLES LORBER. 
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